Effects of cold water immersion on variables of balance in healthy subjects with open and closed eyes

Efeito da crioimersão nas variáveis de equilíbrio em indivíduos saudáveis com olhos abertos e fechados
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Abstract

Introduction: Cryotherapy is the use of cold as therapeutic approach. Although often used, its impact on the postural balance is not well-known. Objectives: To analyze the effects of cold water immersion in the postural balance on single-leg balance in healthy subjects through the variables of center-of-pressure, velocity anteroposterior and medial-lateral oscillations, comparing conditions open and closed eyes in the moments before, immediately, 20 and 40 minutes after cold water immersion. Material and methods: Cross-sectional study with 30 male subjects, cold water immersion at 5 °C during 15 minutes assessed in a force platform, protocol of 3 trials of 30 seconds each with 10 seconds of rest, the average of the 3 trials
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was used for analysis. The software GraphPad Prisma 5.0 was used for statistical analysis, with the ANOVA test for repeated measures and comparisons with test of Friedman and post-test of Dunn. **Results:** It was observed improvement of the balance by the results of the following variables: in the condition Open Eyes (OE) it was observed significant difference only in the velocity anteroposterior (AP) in the moment before immersion when compared to the 40-minute moment. Significant differences were observed in the condition Closed Eyes (CE) in the following comparisons: in the Center-of-Pressure (COP) only at the immediate moment when compared to the 40-minute moment; in the velocity AP in the moment before when compared to the 40-minute moment, in the immediate moment when compared to the 20-minute and 40-minute moments; and in the medial-lateral velocity (Vel-ML) in two comparisons: in the moment before immersion when compared to the 20-minute and 40-minute moments after cryotherapy. Results show safety in performing activities after cryotherapy. **Conclusion:** Improvement of the postural balance after cold water immersion on the predetermined conditions of this study.
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**Introduction**

Cryotherapy consists of using cold location as a therapeutic approach (1, 2, 3); contributing to reduce pain, tissue temperature, metabolism, edema, circulation, muscle spasm, it also may cause decrease in venous flow, affecting the articular function. It is one of the most commonly used treatment method applied in conditions of acute soft tissue injuries (4, 5).

In sports, it is frequently used in acute musculoskeletal lesions with the objective of bringing a fast comeback of the athlete to their sport activities, considering that its effects and applicability in body segments such as knees and ankles, frequent target of lesions, have been widely studied (6, 7).

The use of cryotherapy in sports practice and in rehabilitation centers has been considered as a popular method of treatment for acute and chronic lesions (8). Some authors report about the different types of
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Cryotherapy application, its capacity of reducing the tissue temperature, decrease of nerve conduction speed and also report about its influence in postural balance (7, 9, 10).

The modality, the time of application and the cooling time, may cause negative effects due to the decrease of conduction speed of afferent fibers (11). This, alters both the sense of articular perception and the decrease of functional performance, with the possibility of causing undesired effects in articular stability and postural balance alterations (12), compromising the sport performance, favoring the occurrence of lesions when athletes resume their activities right after ice application (13, 14, 15). Although cooling may bring bigger tolerance to motor activities through sedation, the increase of postural oscillation may occur due to the decrease of proprioception (16, 17).

Proprioception is the mechanism of body perception in which the peripheral receptors send information to Central Nervous System (CNS) relating the body movements to the position sense (18).

Posture control is built up by a set of assembled segments, each with its own mass, that are linked together by flexible joints controlled by the neuromuscular system and involves interactions between external and internal strengths (19) making use of balance strategies, being the main strategies used in static posture, the hip and ankle strategies (20). It is possible to observe that the postural balance also may be affected by the use of cryotherapy, and researchers recommend (12, 21) prudence in immediate return situations to activities after cryotherapy.

Even though it is widely used in clinical practice and sport, there is no certainty about the impact of its effects on postural balance, not even if its application may bring lesion risks. Besides, it also occurs the lack of a statement in relation to the safe time of recovering to resume physical activities.

In face of these facts, the present study has as an objective to analyze the influence of cold water immersion in the static balance in single-leg stance in healthy young people, through the area of center-of-pressure, oscillations of anteroposterior velocity (Vel-AP) and medial-lateral (Vel-ML) variables, comparing open eyes (OE) and closed eyes (CE) conditions in before moment, immediately, 20 and 40 minutes after cold water immersion.

Materials and methods

Ethical procedures

The study was realized at the Research Center in Health Studies of University Norte do Paraná (Unopar) in the Human Motor Performance and Functional Evaluation (LAHUF) laboratory after the Ethic and Research Committee (CEP) consent, under record number 276.702. All the research processes followed the ethical principles in the Resolution number 466/2012 from National Health Council, from Ministry of Health, guaranteeing to the participants, among other rights, the inform consent form, privacy and safe keeping of information.

Design and population of study

It is a cross-sectional study. Healthy individuals between 18 and 35 years old were included, male gender, no history of musculoskeletal injuries in the last six months and that were not professional athletes. Subjects were excluded with Body Mass Index (BMI) bigger then 30, with allergy to cold, dermatitis in the area of ankles and feet, with the presence of lesions, injuries or skin rashes in the area of ankles and feet, visual or vestibular impaired relevant and advanced diabetes.

It was used the sample size calculation in the program PASS 12.0, using as parameters the data obtained in the study of Kernozek et al. (17), which observed difference in cold water immersion in relation to balance parameters (F = 36.78 and p = 0.001). Considering these data in conjunction with the confidence interval of 95%, alpha level of 5% and power test of 80%, it was determined that the minimum sample of this study was 28 individuals. Considering possible losses during the evaluation, 30 individuals were recruited.

Data collection

The subjects were analyzed in the period between May and July 2013, realized always in the same period of the day in predetermined date and time, respecting a rest period of 15 minutes, on a conventional chair
(with no footwear, nor socks) before the beginning of collection; all the experimental procedures were realized always by the same evaluators.

The temperature measuring of the ankle was verified in an area of about five millimeters below the most protuberant point of the lateral malleolus where the laser pointer (Incoterm™ output < 1 mW, Wavelength 630-670 nm) was positioned perpendicularly to the area, about five centimeters of distance from the skin.

For cold water immersion procedures it was used a plastic recipient (oval bucket), capacity of 12 liters, containing 6 liters of water with the room at environment temperature being introduced cubed ice. The temperature of cooled water was kept in a medium temperature of 5 ºC, verified by the laser thermometer (above mentioned) being constantly verified, this way it was added ice for the temperature maintenance when necessary, with the individual sat with the angle of hip and knee close to 90 degrees with immersion of the lower limb preference completely covering the foot in contact with the bucket, with a water blade of 10 centimeters above the lateral malleolus during 15 minutes. Just one member (preference member) was evaluated in this group, it being subjected to cold water immersion and it was used to assess balance measurements on the force platform. For the count the time it was used a chronometer (Casio Hs-3 Digital Professional Lap Split Wr), and the environment temperature was verified by an acrylic room thermometer (Incoterm, ecological filling [TAI 12.3014]).

To evaluate postural balance it was used the force platform Biomec400 produced in Brazil by EMG system of Brazil, validated by da Silva et al. (22), which is able to quantify the distribution of vertical force in four points, its size is 500 x 500 x 100 mm. Considered gold-standard instrument (23), the reaction of the platform signals, after filtered, are analyzed by routines from the program MatLab with their own software which extracts the main parameters of postural balance (22).

The data collection was realized in controlled environment with an acclimatized room (mean temperature of 27 ºC) where the individuals were familiarized with the equipment and the experimental protocol. For the Postural Balance (PB), the individuals were oriented to remain in single-leg stance (lower limb preference) on the force platform (22), with no footwear nor socks, loose arms and relaxed along the body and with cephalic segment positioned vertically to the ground plan. The test was initially realized, from the experimental protocol, OE, asking participants to watch a target (black cross = 14.5 cm x 14.5 cm x 4 cm) fixed on a white wall, at the same height of the eyes with frontal distance of 2 meters from their eyes. Next, the individuals were oriented to realize the test with CE. Three attempts of 30 seconds with 10 seconds of rest were realized and the average of the three trials was used for analysis (24).

The measurements of static balance and skin temperature were measured in four moments: 1) in condition of before immersion; 2) immediately after immersion; 3) 20 minutes; and 4) 40 minutes after cold water immersion. The evaluated parameters were COP, Vel-AP, and Vel-ML.

Statistical analysis

The entire statistic procedures were realized through the software GraphPad Prism 5.0, being established a confidence interval of 95% and significance level of 5% for the applied tests (p < 0.05). It was used the Shapiro-Wilk test to analyze the distribution of data. Considering that the variables of balance did not present normal distribution, the data were presented in median and interquartile ranges [25-75%]. The comparisons were verified using the Friedman test with post-test of Dunn. The anthropometric data presented normal distribution; therefore, they were presented as average and standard deviation.

Results

Participated in this research, 30 individuals of male gender, aged between 18 and 33 years old (age average: 22.93 (± 4.63), weight: 76.42 kg (± 10,43), height: 1.78 cm (± 0.07) and BMI 23.49 kg/m² (± 2.96)).

Among the individuals, 25 adopted the right lower limb as the preference member, and 5 adopted the left lower limb.

The average temperature of the cooling water used for immersion was 5.27 ºC (± 0.05) while the room temperature was 27.73 ºC (± 1.08).

The average values of superficial temperature of the ankle presented by the population of study in
the moment of before cold water immersion were 30.69 ºC (± 1.60). Immediately after cryotherapy the temperature was reduced to 12.93 ºC (± 1.48). In the period of 20 and 40 minutes after cryotherapy it was observed a tendency to reheating presenting an average of 23.47 ºC (± 2.22) and 25.76 ºC (± 2.17) respectively. Differences on the surface temperature of the ankle skin in the lateral region were observed in different experimental periods (before immersion, immediately after immersion, 20 and 40 minutes post immersion).

### Analysis of variables of single-leg balance with open eyes

Differences were observed in the AP direction speed during pre-immersion period compared to speed after 40 minutes (Friedman's test, post-test of Dunn, p < 0.05, Table 1 and Figure 2). However, statistically significant differences were not observed to COP (Friedman's test, post-test of Dunn, p = 0.22, Table 1 and Figure 1), and not even for medial-lateral velocity direction (Friedman’s test, post-test of Dunn, p = 0.07, Table 1 and Figure 3).

### Table 1 - Descriptive values of the parameters of single-leg balance – open eyes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Pre</th>
<th>Immed.</th>
<th>20 min.</th>
<th>40 min.</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vel-AP (cm/s)</td>
<td>2.6 [2.3-3.0]a</td>
<td>2.4 [2.1-2.8]a,b</td>
<td>2.3 [2.2-2.7]a,b</td>
<td>2.3 [2.1-2.7]a</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vel-ML (cm/s)</td>
<td>2.5 [2.3-2.9]a</td>
<td>2.3 [2.1-2.9]a</td>
<td>2.5 [2.1-2.8]a</td>
<td>2.4 [2.1-2.7]a</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Pre = before immersion; Immed. = immediately after immersion; 20 min. = 20 minutes after immersion; 40 min. = 40 minutes after immersion; COP = center-of-pressure; Vel-AP = anteroposterior velocity; Vel-ML = medial-lateral velocity. Different letters represent different groups (Friedman’s test, Post-test of Dunn).

### Analysis of variables of single-leg balance with closed eyes

The single-leg balance data in CE condition showed statistically significant differences indicating an improvement in balance for the following conditions: for COP in immediate period compared to the area after 40 minutes (Friedman’s test, post-test of Dunn, p < 0.05, Table 2 and Figure 1), for AP velocity in pre-immersion velocity period compared to 40 minutes and the immediate period compared to 20 and 40 minutes (Friedman’s test, post-test of Dunn, p = 0.0008, Table 2 and Figure 2); for medial-lateral velocity in the period of pre-immersion compared to the speed 20 minutes and also 40 minutes after cold water immersion (Friedman’s test, post-test of Dunn, p = 0.0008, Table 2 and Figure 3). For other comparisons, there were not statistically significant differences.

### Table 2 - Descriptive values of the parameters of single-leg balance – closed eyes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Pre</th>
<th>Immed.</th>
<th>20 min.</th>
<th>40 min.</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COP (cm²)</td>
<td>26.6 [20.5-31.2]a</td>
<td>28.9 [24.1-36.6]a,b</td>
<td>28.1 [20.8-32.8]a,b</td>
<td>22.9 [18.3-30.2]a,b</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vel-AP (cm/s)</td>
<td>5.7 [4.7-7.1]a</td>
<td>6.3 [5.3-7.3]a,c</td>
<td>5.4 [4.7-6.5]a,d</td>
<td>5.1 [4.3-6.1]a,d</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vel-ML (cm/s)</td>
<td>5.6 [5.0-6.6]a</td>
<td>5.4 [4.8-6.3]a,c</td>
<td>4.9 [4.5-5.8]a,c</td>
<td>5.2 [4.2-6.1]a,c</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Pre = before immersion; Immed. = immediately after immersion; 20 min. = 20 minutes after immersion; 40 min. = 40 minutes after immersion; COP = center-of-pressure; Vel-AP = anteroposterior velocity; Vel-ML = medial-lateral velocity. Different letters represent different groups (Friedman’s test, Post-test of Dunn).
therapeutic effects providing the decrease of Nerve Conduction Velocity (NCV).

The temperature data measured during the four periods of this research (before immersion, immediately, 20 and 40 minutes after cold water immersion) indicate that after 40 minutes of cold water immersion the skin temperature of the ankle did not return to the same temperature values before immersion. These data corroborate with the study of Costello et al. (2) in which they assert that, in all the articles included in their systematic review, the temperature of the skin had not returned to the levels of pre-immersion in the monitoring period of data collection. Through our results, it is possible to affirm that even if the temperature of the skin had not returned to the previous values before cold water immersion, the static balance has not been affected.

Some relevant data showed by Jutte et al. (26) which must be taken into consideration, is the one that says that standardized cold water immersion does not produce the same physiologic results in all patients indicating the necessity of individual adjustments, and it also indicates that the lack of standardized treatments cause different physiologic effects and may express inconsistent results. The present study presented an average temperature of 12.93 ºC (± 1.48) and variability in the values of cooling in the immediate period after immersion (11.45 ºC to
14.41 °C). This variability may occur due to individual characteristics from each subject in the research since some authors (9, 26) report that the metabolic activity, body temperature and the individual adipose thickness may interfere in the cooling capacity. This way, it is possible to notice the difficulty regarding to cryotherapy standardize.

Still on the cooling temperature, the study of Chesterton et al. (27) shows that with the tissue cooled in a temperature of 12.5 °C there might be a decrease of 10% of NCV. Knight (4) and Uchio et al. (13) affirm that temperatures below 15 °C provide fail in NCV. This way, we can affirm that the reached temperature in this study in the immediate after immersion moment (12.93 °C (± 1.48 °C)) was enough to produce NCV reduction.

According to Rougier (28) to occur this balance, there is the necessity of control of the center-of-gravity on the support base besides and appropriate command from the CNS for the maintenance of stability through the integration of mechanisms that surround several sensory-neural systems. The author says that when the visual impulses are available, the center-of-pressure and the oscillation area of the COP tend to decrease when compared to CE conditions. Similarly, our data presented a quantitative difference between the OE and CE conditions showing reduced values of COP, anteroposterior velocity and medial-lateral velocity, in the eyes open condition when compared to one another. Horak et al. (29) and Mallau et al. (30) report about the visual contribution for the balance and mention that the closed eyes condition decreases the body stability.

Studies from Sá and Bim (31) evaluated children with impaired vision and normal vision on the force platform and concluded that the impaired vision interferes in the static and dynamic balance of the children and affirm that therapeutic exercises influenced in the improvement of impaired children.

In this research, it was observed an improvement in the moment after 40 minutes, mainly in CE condition. Despite the present study presents bigger postural oscillations in CE condition, the obtained results in OE condition showed similar results indicating that regardless the presence or absence of visual component there was improvement in the balance parameters.

It was not observed negative influence of cryotherapy in balance in the immediate moment after cold water immersion. No similar researches were found that indicate improvement in balance after cryotherapy of immersion evaluated in the force platform. Studies from Duarte and Freitas (24) and Lund et al. (32) demonstrate that measurements which demand cooperation of the patient, most of the times, present an improvement in the result when repeated in short intervals of time. This way, it is not possible to affirm if the obtained improvement in the present study may have occurred due to learning effect.

Results were found with no significant statistics, such as the case of the research of Cassolato et al. (33) whose reports infer that cryotherapy by immersion has not influenced in the postural control in the static erect posture condition of healthy individuals through the COP evaluation. With similar results, Hart et al. (34) evaluated the effect of cryotherapy using a plastic bag filled with ice cubes involved by elastic bandage for 20 minutes in the region of the knee so that they could verify the effects of single-leg stance and concluded that alterations were not observed in the ground reaction force parameters.

Still, Jameson et al. (35) affirm that immediately after 20 minutes of treatment with cryotherapy using crushed ice, there was no significant difference in the force of vertical reaction produced during the land, supporting the use of cryotherapy immediately before activities. A study made by Douglas et al. (36) did not observe significant differences in the static balance with fifteen participants evaluated with Biodex. These authors evaluated the balance also in the dynamic condition, which showed significant difference and concluded that fifteen minutes of cryotherapy affect to medial-lateral velocity.

To avoid bias, the present research evaluated healthy individuals only with the male gender, since some researches (37, 38) suggest that men and women have different body compositions and different patterns of distribution of adipose tissue, being this one, a temperature insulator (39) usually found bigger thickness in the female gender (40).

This study evaluated individuals without injuries, therefore effects in individuals with lesions is unknown. The study of Kernozek et al. (17) evaluated fifteen individuals with lateral ankle sprain subjected to 20 minutes of cryotherapy of immersion on single-leg stance on the force platform and had as a result a negative effect in oscillation of Vel-ML after cold water immersion.
Final considerations

From the results obtained, we can infer that it was not observed direct interference of cryotherapy of immersion in the variables of postural balance in static situation in the present study. So, the application of cold water immersion as a technique of treatment may be recommended in activities which demand balance in static conditions, however, studies are necessary regards to the effect of cryotherapy in dynamic activities, analyzing its influence on the mechanisms of neuromuscular control and its relation with postural balance.
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